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Greetings everyone!

Here is the latest stuff I think you should know about. First, there’s finally something happening
in the ongoing NSA vs the rest-of-the-world-saga: an independent commission will
apparently investigate the future of the Internet, privacy and surveillance. This announcement
couldn’t come at a better time seeing that President Obama’s recently unveiled NSA Reform Plan
simply just doesn’t make the cut (in fact I would argue it’s not much more than some fancy
window-dressing). It’s about time that these revelations are taken more seriously; as I wrote last
year already there are at least 5 Reasons Why The Snowden / NSA / PRISM Affair Is Indeed A
Game Changer For The Future of The Internet.  The future of privacy and how (some) marketing
relates to surveillance as well as the  overall ‘big data-big brother’ issues will certainly remain a
key topic for me, this year.

Included below are some of the other things that I’ve been reading and what I thought about
them. I hope you will find them interesting too. To see more of what I track and what I pay
attention to, please feel free to check out my blog, my tweets and Flipboard magazines, or my
Facebook page updates.

The quest for meaningful, human brands

I believe that sustainable, ethical, meaningful and win-win business midels and practices will
quickly become key differentiators now that ‘amazing technology’ is becoming  ubiquitous. In
this context, Google’s ‘toothbrush test’ is a good meme for their approach of looking to create
and launch more services that people will use at least 2x per day. With their recent acquisition of
the pretty slick smart-metering and connected-device innovator NEST, Google has
dramatically expanded their reach into home appliances, the Internet of Things and artificial
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intelligence. Yet, with all of this cool tech comes even more ‘HUGE DATA’ and even bigger
privacy concerns are sure to emerge. IMHO, if these issues are not properly considered and
managed I think it could even derail the entire complex of interwoven platforms and services.
This is clearly a huge orange flag but also a huge opportunity for the hopefully ‘won’t be evil’
Googlers. I’ll be watching (and helping where I can).

In my opinion, any powerful brand must now strive to make our lives (not just wallets) better
by offering amazing products/services and by operating mindfully, ethically, sustainably and
most importantly, soon, humanly. Yes, that’s tough, no doubt – and this will be the acid-test for
many digital super-nodes like Google and Facebook, this year.  It’s not just about how a brand
handles data though…I had a wow moment reading ’Amazon Has Jedi Mind-Tricked You Into
Forgetting It’s Pretty Much Walmart‘. And while not all ‘users’ will shun a brand because it
shares personal data too widely, or because it may test products on animals or in some way is
said to exploits workers, some will.

Machines are moving up a gear (or 10)   

A recent crowd-funding campaign wants to bring to life, Emospark, an artificially-intelligent
friend that’s committed to your happiness. Weird, amazing, creepy or whacko? John Frank
Weaver, an attorney who works on artificial intelligence law, is already thinking about the next
step when he asks ‘Should AI Makers Be Legally Responsible for Emotionally Manipulating
Customers?‘ He says: “Manufacturers might even owe a fiduciary duty to customers because
they will have such superior knowledge of their products’ abilities to connect and manipulate.”
Weaver is not alone. James Barrat is also asking What Happens When Artificial Intelligence
Turns On Us.   It’s been reported that nearly half of American jobs could be automated-away (i.e.
lost) within 25 years. If you’ve started hyperventilating just by reading this, check out the
probability of computerization in your industry here. My presentation on Work, Learning and
Living In The Future (Learning Technologies Conference 2013) touched on some of these issues
and will also give you some food for thought. And if you want to know more, have a peek at my
Economic Times India guest post on The Future of Work: Technology Is Rapidly Automating
Every Single Job That Has Any Machine-Like Component. Sci-fi author William Hertling,
recently penned down his thoughts on the future of transportation. He mentions that electric
vehicles and self-driving cars do have some barriers to overcome, but there’s a lot of benefits to
them too. He also thinks that we will indeed have flying cars one day in the not too distant
future.

Two sides of the coin?

The World Economic Forum took place in Davos in January (nope, I did not attend, somehow I
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lost that $27.000 ticket ;) and we heard some very interesting stats around the event:

- The 85 richest people in the world own the same amount of wealth as the poorest half of the
global population (Oxfam).

-  Bill Gates thinks that by 2035 there will be almost no poor countries left in the world. He
debunks 3 myths about poverty and foreign aid: read the full version here and shortened version
here. In this interview, posted by The Economist (one of the view digital magazines I actually
pay money for) Gates explains why he doesn’t worry too much about Oxfam’s statistic (watch
from 3:25 till about 5:55)

On the other hand, one of my fav writers, Derek Thompson at TheAtlantic writes that income
and wealth inequality have both increased, but so has poverty reduction. One argument is
that The Internet Is The Greatest Legal Facilitator Of Inequality In Human History. Do you
agree? I am thinking hard about these issues.

What I’m up to this year: The Future Show

I’ve finished recording the first episodes of my upcoming web-TV show called ‘The Future
Show with Gerd Leonhard’ (TFS).  This is a very exciting new project that will have some
real impact I believe. The initial 10+ episodes will explain – in a very consumer-friendly way –
the key future trends and issues in 5-7 minute segments, a bit like what I did with the BBC last
year (*this is not a public link) or with Ericsson 3 years ago.  In TFS, I will try to break down the
complex, fascinating and fast-paced world of technology and show how exponential growth will
radically alter and re-designing the way in which we experience and interact with each other and
the world around us, in the immediate future. I aim to share some jaw-dropping forecasts and
insights into some of the hottest topics  such as Privacy and Surveillance, Artificial Intelligence
and Human-Machine Convergence, and will also address pressing societal concerns such as the
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future of jobs and education and the rise of ‘everything automated’. Are we still just captivated
by technology or are we becoming  captives?

For TFS, I am working with a really experienced producer (ex-BBC) and a great production team
so this should be pretty strong material. And yes, we will be looking for partners, distributors,
sponsors and collaborators in the next few months, so just let me know if you want to know
more. Editing is in progress and I will let you know via a special newsletter when we launch the
first episodes. I’m really excited to share this with you – and you’ll be the first ones to see it, in
the next 2-3 weeks (in the meantime you can check here for updates).

OwnCloud: free resources for my clients

Lastly, as of today I will also be sharing some of my best work as well as the ‘shareable’ work of
others (reports, presentations and articles) with you using my new OwnCloud system. These
folders and resources (mostly PDFs) will be updated regularly. Simply go to
gerd.fm/assetfolder and use the password thefuture and you are good to go.   I’ll be in San
Francisco Feb 2-12 and in New York Feb 21-24 if you happen to be there and want to chat. For
more about my comings and goings, view my public travel schedule and/or events calendar.

All the best from Switzerland, and be well!

Gerd Leonhard

Futurist, Keynote Speaker, Author

CEO The Futures Agency

gleonhard@pobox.com
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